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Federal educators have been largely hidden as teacherS and

administrators in federal penal institutions, Department of Defense

overseas schools, anal Bureau of Indian Affairs schools.

Only within the
last decade with the expansion of congressional

legislation in education, the subsequent growth of the U.S. Officecof

Education, and the birth of The National Institute of Education has

the role played by federal education
administrators even been a subj et,

considered for research.

There has been little systematic
investigation into the Kole or

function of those executives who administer millions of dollars of

federal educational aid totstate agencies,
colleges and universities,

t,fchools, and research centers and institutes.

The Brookings.
Institution has published several reports on top

level federal personnel and positions. These have included: "The

Assistant Secretaries:
Problems and .Processes of Appoiptment," by

Dean Mann; ."The Higher Civil Service: An Evaluation ofFederal Per-

sonnel Practices," by David T. Stanley; "The Job of the Federal Exec-

utive," by Marver H. Bernstein; "Men Who Govern: A Biographical Profile

of Federal Political
Executives," by David T. Stanley, et al; and "The

Congressman: His Work as He SeesIt,!' by Charles L. Class.

But generally, what has been published thus far speaks largely to

issues relating to the process or historical development of programs,

legislation or
administration-of fede al programs. Notable among these

have been Bailey and !1osher's
classic'study of ESEA .(1968), Berke and

Kirst (1973), Hughes and Hughes (1R73), andKirst (1970% Kirst's study,

The Politics of Education at the Local, State,and Federal Levels, in the
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section of the politics of federal education, draws largely from

B4ley and Mosher.

Some related research was conducted ten yearsongo. It Was published

a
in 1966 as "Men New the Top, Filling Key Posts in the Federal Strvice,"

by the Committeeor Economic Development. The sample size was 817

.

individuals of career civil servants who served in 1963 in positions

classified as GS-16, -17, and '-18 and in positions provided for under

Public Law 313 which allowed for the recruitment of individuals with

specific technical and specialized skills.

Other similar studies have'investigated educators in other

, institutional. settings. The Faculty Morale ScaleArInstitutional

Improvement of the American Association of University Professors was

developed by Psychometrics
Associates in 1963. Similar, scales measure

.
attitude's tosjard a company,'its policies, its management, and relations

with the community. Other scales attempt to measure attitudes toward

occupations.

Sells (in Cattell 1966) described the process of multivariate

technology in industrilll military personnel psychology. Among the

personnel management problems identified were staffing, maintaining

productivity, and providing career opportunities. The military

bureaucracy, perhaps the oldest in the world, excels in all three

categories.

Sells reported that of ten trait structures relating to sel tion,

most studies of Military personnel found ,a number of personality ks

trait ratings by peers and later officer performance of thvt.ecandidates

were significantly related to a criterion based on officer' effectiveness

reports.



On one issue organizational experts agree--the work experience

is not necessarily
separated into neat, work domains that coincide

'with human aptitudes,
personality traits, or interests.

It is easierqo describe the process'of administering federal

educational programs,: than it is to describe the role played by federal

educational aQiinislrators. 'The U.S.Office of Education,constaritly

reorganizes new work repionships, as anyone knows:who has attempted

to yaginta4n
cltse contact with any group, program or indiv* ual.

Analyses-of organizational charts, communication networks, pd'i.,7er structure

and status hierarchies are consequently only of .temporary value.

',What conceivably .could be of more permanent use is a clearer

,,,understanding of/ how such individuals view
themselves in that work milieu'.

L

This report will describe the results of an investigation into

personnel records and a survey which sought the perceptions federal
' -

educational administrators
who hold the doctorate and who work fdr the

headquarters office in Washington have of their responsibilities, training

and background, and future orientation and possible job satisfaction.

It-is a preliminary
investigation that is descriptive of the federal

administrative role in USOE. There was no attempt to correlate data or

to relate data to a criterion, such as work ptoductivity, administrative

effectiveness, or a personality dimenlion:

,
Two methods of analyses were used: 1) an analysis of personnel data

available throUghcomputer print-ad,,and 2) an analyis of the results

of a questionaire seeking perceptions of job satisfa-C7,37611-,'professional

preparation, and job preference.
A
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There and about 2800 employees in the Washington office of the

.)^..)

U.S. Office of Education. By most standards'inWashington, it is a

-,

small federal agency. However, the greater numher'of those who manage
. .

..programs and'hold key administrative positions have a doctorate degree,

and it is these individuals this study attempted to reach. T

Ir

possession

of an advanced degree, especially a doctorate, (certain fields such as

4architecture excepted) is generally recognized as the first qualifiCation

for entry into a profession. Limiting the sample to administrators with

doctorates was also a way of reducing the sample size to manageable pro-

ions.

The limitations are that there is no attempt to generalize to all

tfederal educational personnel. Other federal agencies employ doctorate-
,

holding personnel and operate federal educational programs. The depart-

ments of Agriculture and Labor, Office of Economic Opportunity, National

'Inseitnte of Education and Action are some examples.

Moreover, within the Office.oT Education there are 10 regional

offices, whose'professional, emplyees shareinthe responsibility-of

managing programs authorized by congressional legiSlLtion. None of these
sallk

agency and regional personnel are the'subject of this study; only the

national program manages.

The sample was composed of 136 doctorate-holing employees in USOE.

.
At the time of this study there were about' 2800 employees in USOE heat-

quarters in Washington, D.C There is no easy way of determintrilaCtuallj7

how many personnel with doctorates work ii USOE. But most senior officials
-

have the doctorate. The docti6rate qualifies aniindividual under En.

Service regulations for the grade of CS-11. Most doctorate-holding

officials hold higher qA grades.

SO
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ANALYSIS OF PERSONNEL. DATA
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c

Theyrsearcher obt ned a list in 1973 of 136 U.S. Office of

.
Education employees who heN. the doctorate. 'The first three (not

. . .

,
,..,....

,
.

. .

afPhabtized) from the personnel tint -out will serve as examples.-

Example 1. 14 years experience in elementary school adminis-

tration, 25 years experience in public school and

o6ollege teaching and admini ration, doctorate in

education.

Example 2. 10 years experience as a federal specialist in

music, 5 years as head of a college music depart-

ment, 9 years in USOE, doctorate in music education.

Example 3. 4 years as director mation for a large

federaljagency, 14 ars as college dean of student

services andatmi-mi, tion, doctorate in guidance.
a

A closer examination of the selected personnel data reveal that

previous non-federal experience has not only been spentin education,

but that nearly 30 p have had college or university administratiori

experience ranging from Diyector, Supervisor and Coordinator, through

Department Chariperson and Dean to President. (see Table I). A sig-

nificant number have had administrative experience state education

agencies, and nearly all have had teaching experience.

.

A sample listing of some of the doctorate specialities appears in

Table II. Athough'the majority are in eduCation or education related

fields, there are sufficient numbers in languages and physical sciences.

Apart from the degree in .linguistics,and communications, the languages

fields of those who:hold the doctorate include:

///French;

English,

,Russian and Romance' Languages. The physical sqiences do,ctorate include:

Genetics, Chemistry, and physics. /

.

-4
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TABLE I

EXAMPLES OF SELECTED NONEDERAL EXPERIENCES OF

USOE HEADQUARTERS PE ONNEL WITH DOCTORATES

College Pre dent 2

College Vice-President
2

Assistants to,Presidents 2

Dean (e.g., student services,

,women, stu4pents, etc.)

Dean of College 5

Dept.Chairman
8

College Supervisor or Coordinaor..8

College Director (e.g. Bureau of

Educational Research & Services,

Testing Bureau, Guidance, etc.).9

State Educ. Agency Diector 8

State Educ. Agency SpeCialist 5

4

3

$ v..** .
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TABLE II

6 SAI ES OF DOCTORATE SPECIALTItS)

r

3 each '

gm*

OF SELECTED S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION PER4ONNEL

Educational Administration 35

Education (unspecified) 21

History (including Ameriban,

Latin American, etc.) 9

Guidance and Counseling 8

Law
7

Higher Education 16'
Psychology

.. . 4

.Educational Psychology. 4

7

adult education, secondary edUcation, librarSr science,

international relations

2 each music education, science education, curriculum, special

educ7Non, vocational education

each
comparative education, clinibal psychology, social psychology,

Greek, linguistics, French, English, Russian, Romance Lang-

uages, communications, sociology,
political science, phildsophy,

ecology, cheMistry, physics, mathematics, junior college;

administration-, public administration, genetics

V
. ti
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`Nearly half"of the sample (41 percent) however, had doctorate*

in
eaucational,administrationand in an unspecified educationtorate.

The persdnnel print-out S not specify the institution awarding

the degree. A further investigation could determine if Aderal education
.

specialists come from a few selected illsCitutions,
such as Ivy League

schools, or represent a cross -section of the
nation's higher education

doctorate degree-awarding institutions.

The researcher has personal knowledge of a number of personnel

!,q

e#luded from the data base, a fact which raises questions about the

;representativeness of th sample.

Analyses of the 'avail ble data did indicate the diverftty of

educational background and training Of senior level USOE officihls and

the breadth and depth of their experiences

II ANALYSIS OF QUESTIONNAIRE

Identifying education
levels'frc4 personnel data from any government

agency is nearly impossible. In 1973 when the personnel print-out Of

doctOrate personnel was obtained, 110Ehad its own personnel data bank.

Since then, responsibility for personnel records has been transferred 4.e.

TO 11N-0-

4.he maintenance parent agency HEW, making extraction of comparable data

A

even more difficult.

During the interval between the acqbisition of the personnel data

and administration of the survey, a number of potential ,subjects resigned,

retired or transferred to other agencies (mostly NIE).

1

The questionnaire was mailed to all those appearing on the perso el
.

print-at. After a f011ow-up request, a.62 percent of those surveyed

I

......

resi;on(ted.
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There-utare_18 questions
samplrng perceptions on a Likert-type

scale of agr,ce, tend to agree, tend to disagree, Asagree, no opinion.

A Blank response was alSo coJed, but in the analysis grouped with no

opinion.

Items tapping various research areas ware not grouped categorically

.
together but were distributed randomly throughout the questionnaire.

Basically, the categories sampled were
1)-perceptions about job prefer-

.

ences, 2)4perceptions about graduate preparation' and academic choice of

subject field, '3) administrative responsibilities, and lastly-4) per-

ceptions about teaching, research and choice of colleagues.
%re

1. Analysis of Perceptions About Jo Preferences

Flie of the-18 questions were designed to measure

respondent satisfaction with present job resposibilit.

and current desire to pursie (or return to) caree s in

colleges or universities. (Table III reveals the .per-

those items.centages of agreement

The results were tro h predictable and apparently

contradictory. Predictably, most, 74%, at some point

since entering USOE had thought about returning to

university life. Perhaps predictably also, many, from

11% to°20%, declined to respond at all to questions

involving future job preference:.

4.
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TABLE III

10

PERCENTAGES OF AGREEtiE14 ON.J013 PREFERENCE

FOR USOE HEADQUARTERS
PERSONNEL HOLDING THE DOCTORATE

(N=90).

I
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1. SilIce entering USOE have you ever seriously
74% 7 52% 21% 11%

considered leaving to return to university

teaching, researchor administration ?`

2. Would you prefer, teething full or pal-ttime
29%+. 20%. 9% 15%

to your present administrative responsibilities?

,3, Wotld you prefer university administration to

...eederal educatiOnal administration? 1

4.. Do you plan to remain in USOF indefinitely?

5. if you had another job opportunity in your

academic field of comparable status and income

would you accept it?

6. Are ybu satisfied you have reached a terminal

poin4, in your career?

39%+ 16% 23% 17%

58% 38% -19% 20% 4

sax 22% 36% 18%

42% 21% 21%

* "total percentage of agreement" is An-aggregate of the responses

to "agree" and "tend to agree."

1111



- One unpredictable and somewhat contradictory result is that

a majority, 58%, indicated that if they had another job offer of

comparable status and income they would accept it, while the same

percentage (although of differing intensities of agreement) indicated

that they planned to remain in USOE indefinitely.

Is this apparent inconsistency characteristic of 1) career pro-

fessionals who are always questioning whether or not they have achieved

their timate potential; 2) personality traits of people'who, compulsively,

want simultaneously to hold onto the best of what they have while seeking

something better; 3) members of a group structure who feel a certain bond

within the organizationand a loyalty for its other members while also

wanting to break away to satisfy a deeper commitment?

The answers are obviously beyond this study's scope, if knovrn, but

could give new scope to organizational researchers, and to tha,measurement

of descriptive,data to a personality criterion.

In a 7lattd question about whether or'not they have r ached a ter-.

minus in-their di'reer.s, nearly half (42 percent) indicated a h had.

-

It .ts questionable hether or- not this is related to age, to career

aspiration, or the inability or futility of seeking a career or a job

elsewhere. This "statistic too appears to'be inconsistent with the figure ,

inditating a tendency to accept a job opportunity of comparable status and

income.

The 'key word may well be "income". Federal splaries, for so many
. .

years, held low incomparison with higher education posts and comparable

positions in,kaipess, have now risen almost embarrassingly.



Federal educators may not be able to leave civil service appointr

ments for other positions in education because of salary inequitie.

2. Analysis of Perceptions About Preparation, Academic Field

and AdministrativeTesponsibilities

This section expresses in percentages of agreeMent items that

relate to graduate training, academic specialty and present administra

tive responsibilities (See Table IV). Respondents, in the main, perceiye

themselves as:

* qualified to discharge their responsibilities

* satisfied with their doctorate specialty

* satisfied with their present assignment

* believing that their doctoral preparation is useful in carrying

out their present professional administrative activities.

They are less in agreement about how their doctoral preparation

led to their present job choice, and how they can stay active in their

doctoralspecialtY while maintaining their.present position . (See

items 3 and 7 in Table IV) Specifically, only 37 perCent actively

. -

sought their positibn as a career choice (only 13 percent in the "agree"

category), and only 47 percent thought their position allowed them the

opportunity to stay current in their academic specialtA

Perhaps,the issue of how, best to relate their doctoral preparation

to their work and administratiVe
responsibilities gave many respondents

pause as they,,considered whether or not
their jobs in USOE allowed them

to participate in academic life in the manner they felt most qualified.

51 percent indicated that working in USOE prohibited them from such

academic participation in -the areas of their training and qualifications.

110

. 5
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TAB IV':

-SAMPLE PERCEPTIONS OF GRADWE TRAINING, ACADEMIC SPECIALTY, AND RESPONSIBILITIES

.FOR USOE HEADQUARTERS PERSONNEL
HOLDING THE DOCTORATE

1. Do you administer what you feel qualified

e, to administer?

2. Do your supervisors hold you accountable

as a specialist in your academic specialty?

3..Was the position you now hold something you

actively sought as a career choice?

4. Are you satisfied with your academic specialty

which led to your doctorate?

5. Are you satisfied with your present assign

ment?

6. Does your doctorate relate in any way to your

performance of your present activities or

responsibilities?

7. Does
yourposition Allow you to stay current

in your academic specialty?

8. Do you feel that working in USOE prohibits you

from participating in academic life the way in

which you consider yourself best trained and

qualified?

stir Ts
0 ar

.4) 0

0 .0
$. a 0 f

0,0 41) -1
rt td 4)

r-i
Gt)

4.1 . 0

0 iiNt

74% 57%

50% 28%

37%. 13%

90% 79%

66% 37%

70% 41%

47% 23%

51% 32%

2

29% 9%

244 10%

.-1
:l.) 0. .V.

0 $4 tt
N Cod G .0

17% 8%

21% 10%

23% 8%

% 6%

29%'

'18% 11%

N
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In any organization or bureaucracy, among the_most critical

personnel and management
problems relate to the manner in which people

can be best
deployed so as to maxispize their talents and competencies.

It may be demoralizing and inefficient to find that although people in

general believe theyare performing satisfactory work'experiences and

making a contribution to the organization's
cause, their full potential- -

in this instance their doctoral training--
is not being used to best

advantage. This is especially significant when such. individuals reply

(90 percent
agreement, in Table IV) t at they are satisfied with their

academic choice.

\

3. Analysis of Teaching, Research and Choice of Colleagues

, The last set'of data are figures again representing percentages of

agreement,'on
teachirig, research and "intellectual colleagues." (See

AN,
Tate V). The question is, what are those characteristics

which dp-
,

li

tinguish ai'acad is representative or university faculty member from an

administrator.
nerally, those characteristics

are the traditional

higher education performance indices--teaching,
research, and service.

Excluding the service function
(perhaps the most difficult to measure)

the researcher
included teaching and research questions in the survey

since it would appear that these traits would set doctoral staff apart

as individuals
performing inithe academic tradition, in addition to per-

ing their job responsibilitic.s.

Somewhat suzyrisingly, 52 percent indicated that they still con-

tinue to conduct research. The research capability, for which ultimately

an individual receives a doctorate, is still alive and well in VSOE. The

. not-so-:srprising
statistic is that only 14 percent believe that the

condUct of research and publication of findings contribute to their
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PERCENTAGES OF AGREEMENT ON TEACHING, RESEARCH, AND INTELLECTUAL COLLECUES.

TABLE V

FOR USOE HEADQUARTERS
PERSONNEL HOLDING THE DOCTORATE

/r

(N---90)

0

1. Do you teach part-time or as a part of

your responsibilities?

2. Does research and publication in ,your

specialty contribute to promotion and

pity increases?

3. Do you still periodically do research on

your own or with others?

4. Are you closest intellectual colleagues

now in government service?

Se-

0. P: 4.1 0

P 0 0 6

0 vi
o

0 0...
4-1 .)4.4 $4 0 Z
0 0 W W

W 0 ..--4
0 .0

28% 20% 8% 13%

14% 9% 5% 13%

53% 29% '24% 10%

36% 25% 11% 9%



'professional promotion or to pay increases.

.If research, however
interpreted or conducted, could be carried

out within the work sphere, it is clear that teaching probably Could

not. Nevertheless, 28 percent do teachjlaxt-time or as a part of thcir'

job responsibilities.
The researcher is aware that many ISOE personnel

teach in the colleges and university programs .n Metropolitan Uashington,

D.C. in their specialty areas.

The question concerning work location of respondents/colleagues was

>

asked in an attempt to validate the arences thatif intellectual

stimulation was within one's work sphere, it was likely that work pro-

ductivity and 'efficiency would thereby be improved. As it turns out,

. only 36 percent were even in government service.

It's probable that a good percenta.ge have colleagues in higher

education or private industry. It is conjectural whether or not this

contrbUtes to a fertile and intlectually stimulating work environment

in USOE.

1
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SI'MMARY..

What can we learn from a preliminary study,of,USOE senior

administrat ive person nel with doctorates?
Some data are unequivocal,

but not all were predicted.

1. 30 percent of 139 doctOfate-holding.individuals
have had

experience as college or university administrators -(two/

were presidents).

2. Although 41 percent of 139 held doctorate s in education

or educatibnal
administration, 9 percent were in languages,

10 percent in law, and 7 percent in the physical sciences.

3. That 52 percent do not believe they have yet reached a

1

.
terminal '.oint in their careers.

4. 41 percen would not prefer univesity to federal airinistration.
.

5. 58 perce plan to remain indefinitely in USOE.

6. 66.perce t are satisfied with their assignOents.

7. 70 perti t believe their doctorates relate to their responsibilities.

8. 90perce t are satisfied with their academic
choice which led to

4 '

theirdo torate.

9. 53 perce t still periodically
conduct researdh,

although this

does no ccofttribute to
promotion or pay increases.

-.Morale is an illusive and ethereal characteristic
that varies with

the disposition of the worker, the conditions
ofthe work, and the re-

latiqnships, within the work group, especially between superlAsor-Aubordinate.

Sincework characteristics are often changing in the USOE--new legislation

a

is passed? by
Congress (in the recent past, the' Indian Educ6'elon Act,

Emergency School Act, and legislation creating The National Institute of

Education), new task forces developed, new organizational
changes made--

morale shifts correspondingly.

AP

ft.
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Analyzing executives in an organizational structure as complicated

as the federal govyrnment poses control difficulties. An inherent

danger also exists in generalizations.heyond.the sample data to unknown

. ,

populations. Knowing that 58 percent, for example, plan to remain

inde6nitely in USOE may or may not bode well for supervisors who must

deal with the reality that 42 percent don't wish to remain.

Further scholarly investigations into the role of senior federal

education officials can contribute to our understanding of the admin-

?-

rstration of federal programs. 'Such investigations can also be- useful 4

L

in furthering the work of graduate training programs for prospective

federal administrators.

Professional education has a great deal'to learn from those who

G.

manage roughly 10 percent of the funds that are channeled into school

systems. Analyzing and-describing the organizational role and function ,

of these executives is only a beginning step into a neglected research'
.

Yg .
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